Individual correlates of self-stigma in patients with anxiety disorders with and without comorbidities

Background: A number of psychiatric patients experience stigma connected to prejudices about mental disorders. It has been shown that stigma is most harmful when it is internalized. Most of the studies were performed on individuals either with psychoses or with mood disorders, and hence, there are almost no studies with other diagnostic categories. The goals of this research were to identify factors that are significantly related to self-stigma in patients with anxiety disorders and to suggest possible models of causality for these relationships.

Methods: A total of 109 patients with anxiety disorders and possible comorbid depressive or personality disorders, who were admitted to the psychotherapeutic department participated in this study. All patients completed several psychodiagnostic methods, ie, the Internalized Stigma of Mental Illness Scale, Temperament and Character Inventory-Revised Version, Adult Dispositional Hope Scale, Dissociative Experiences Scale, Beck Anxiety Inventory, Beck Depression Inventory-Second Edition, and Clinical Global Impression (also completed by the senior psychiatrist).

Results: The overall level of self-stigma was positively associated with a comorbid personality disorder, more severe symptomatology, more intense symptoms of anxiety and depression, and higher levels of dissociation and harm avoidance. Self-stigma was negatively related to hope, reward dependence, persistence, self-directedness, and cooperativeness. Multiple regression analysis showed that the most significant factors connected to self-stigma are harm avoidance, the intensity of depressive symptoms, and self-directedness. Two models of causality were proposed and validated. It seems that the tendency to dissociate in stress increases the probability of development of self-stigma, and this relationship is entirely mediated by avoidance of harm. Conversely, self-directedness lowers the probability of occurrence of self-stigma, and this effect is partly mediated by hope.

Conclusion: Patients with anxiety disorders accompanied with or without comorbid depressive or personality disorders may suffer from self-stigma. Individuals with greater sensitivity to rejection and other socially aversive stimuli are prone to the development of self-stigma. Other personality factors, such as hopeful thinking and self-acceptance serve as factors promoting resilience concerning self-stigma.
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Introduction

Negative attitudes toward individuals with mental disorders are still present in our society. They are deeply rooted culturally and are perpetuated by folklore and mass media. Prejudices concerning mental health issues and persons who suffer from them are often related to the expected dangers associated with psychiatric patients. The fears that stem from these prejudices do not take into consideration that most individuals with mental disorders are not violent or aggressive. Still, prejudices and the emotions
connected to them shape the thinking and behavior of a considerable part of general society. Prejudice-based behavior may lead to direct (discriminative behavior) and indirect (gossip, disregarding) rejection of psychiatric patients.

This social phenomenon is known as stigmatization. It has been hypothesized that patients with certain severe mental disorders (such as psychoses, bipolar affective disorder, and depression) tend to be targets of stigma. However, Alonso et al. showed that individuals with minor psychiatric disorders, such as anxiety, may also be stigmatized.

Ritsher and Phelan found that stigma is most harmful when it is internalized. Internalized stigma or self-stigma is a term for a state in which an individual accepts and agrees with societal prejudices about a particular condition (e.g., mental disorders) and applies them to oneself. Self-stigma develops through three steps. Initially, the individual with a psychiatric diagnosis perceives the societal prejudices that relate to people with mental disorders. In the second step, the individual agrees with them. In the final step, the patient applies the prejudices to their own case, and then suffers from negative consequences of the internalization.

Such a person then loses his/her former self-concept (I as a student, worker, or parent) and develops a new one, which is predominantly based on prejudices about the stigmatized condition (I as a dangerous, unreliable, and unpredictable lunatic). Self-stigma may lead to worse quality of life, insufficient adherence to psychiatric and psychotherapeutic treatment, or increased suicidal ideations and attempts.

Nevertheless, only some psychiatric patients suffer from self-stigma. Others do not develop it, even if they experience stigmatizing behavior. Thus, it seems that some patients are more resilient than others in regard to development of self-stigma. To date, several of such characteristics were identified.

Self-stigma and demographic factors

Livingston and Boyd performed a meta-analysis of the current state of knowledge concerning self-stigma in psychiatric patients. Considering the demographic characteristics of psychiatric patients, these authors concluded that none plays a significant role as a factor increasing or decreasing the probability of occurrence of self-stigma. The current evidence suggests that there are no significant differences in the level of self-stigma in patients of different sex, ethnicity, education, occupation, or income. Also, other research failed to identify any significant relationship between various demographic factors and self-stigma. The only demographic factor that might be meaningfully connected to self-stigma is the age of the individual. While most articles included in the analysis reported by Livingston and Boyd indicated that there is no significant relationship between age and self-stigma, a small number of analyzed studies did find such a relationship. Approximately, 63.6% of these studies reported that younger patients may be more prone to experiencing self-stigma than their older counterparts. The rest of the studies (36.4%) showed an inverse relationship, i.e., that elderly patients suffered from self-stigma significantly more often than younger patients. However, these findings are not robust and, according to Livingston and Boyd, can be ignored. The results of the studies focused on self-stigma in patients with bipolar disorder, psychoses, or anxiety disorder indicate that age does not influence the level of self-stigma in any significant way. Thus, the results of the available studies suggest that demographic factors do not play a meaningful role in shaping self-stigma.

Self-stigma and clinical factors

While demographic factors may be irrelevant, several clinical factors play a more significant role. Self-stigma is usually higher in patients with more pronounced and severe symptoms of mental illness. Other clinical factors such as type and duration of mental illness, insight into the disease, and level of functioning seem to be insignificant. Number of psychiatric hospitalizations, type of treatment (ambulatory, stationary, or inpatient), and side effects of medication are also not significant with regard to self-stigma.

Self-stigma and personality factors

Several personality factors are related to self-stigma. Self-stigma is connected to lower self-esteem. Changes in self-concept are also frequent. Patients with higher levels of self-stigma lose their former self-concept (I as a husband, father, and worker) and create a new one based on prejudices (I as a dangerous and unpredictable person). Feelings of helplessness and hopelessness are also common.

Patients with higher levels of self-stigma tend to experience more intense symptoms of depression and anxiety. Another emotional state, experienced by patients with self-stigma, is anxiety. According to Corrigan et al. another anticipatory anxiety based on a fear of being recognized as an individual with mental struggles and rejected by others because of it. Rüsch et al. found that individuals who stigmatize themselves tend to experience social anxiety. This negative emotional state produces and is reinforced by
avoidant behavior. Individuals who suffer from internalized stigma tend to isolate themselves from society.\textsuperscript{24}

Margeti\textsc{e}t al\textsuperscript{25} used Cloninger's theory of personality to identify traits that are connected to self-stigma and thus serve as factors affecting vulnerability or resilience in its development. These authors found that the most significant trait linked to self-stigma was harm avoidance.\textsuperscript{25} Harm avoidance is a temperamental trait that includes characteristics such as shyness, fatigability, anticipatory worry, and inability to tolerate uncertainty. It presents a heritable tendency for intense reactions to aversive stimuli and learning to avoid punishment.\textsuperscript{26} This temperamental trait may be a factor that increases the probability of development of self-stigma later in life.\textsuperscript{28} The second most significant trait was self-directedness.\textsuperscript{27} This trait may serve as a protective factor against development of self-stigma. Individuals with higher levels of this trait are resourceful, responsible, and purposeful. They accept themselves with their strengths and faults. They may be described as mature.\textsuperscript{27} Such characteristics make a person relatively independent in terms of self-concept and thus less vulnerable toward loss of self-esteem or hope and a change of self-concept during hard times.\textsuperscript{25}

Another psychological factor that could be significantly related to self-stigma is dissociation.\textsuperscript{28} Dissociation is a defense mechanism that is used to deal with unbearable emotional states.\textsuperscript{29} It helps to create distance from currently experienced or anticipated feelings of anxiety, fear, pain, or helplessness.\textsuperscript{30} The overwhelming parts of the psyche are dissociated and pushed outside of the reach of consciousness.\textsuperscript{31} Adults who largely rely on dissociation in times of stress have often experienced trauma or neglect. They were exposed to helplessness and were unable to deal with the perceived stress in more adaptive ways than offered dissociation.\textsuperscript{32} According to Irwin,\textsuperscript{33} early trauma is one of the reasons why individuals who excessively dissociate are prone to the feelings of shame and guilt. They also tend to dissociate when they perceive similar feelings in adulthood.\textsuperscript{34} This creates a vicious cycle. Individuals, who preferentially use dissociation as a coping mechanism are more prone to feelings of shame and guilt. They may be vulnerable to developing self-stigma as well because the primary emotional basis of self-stigma is the feeling of shame.\textsuperscript{5,35}

The majority of studies reported to date have focused on self-stigma in patients with psychoses or affective mood disorders.\textsuperscript{8–10} Livingston and Boyd\textsuperscript{5} reported that more than half of the studies they analyzed focused on patients with psychoses (54.3\%) and another quarter (26.5\%) considered self-stigma in patients with a mood and/or anxiety disorder. However, there was a lack of studies focusing specifically on patients with minor neurotic or anxiety disorders or addressing the relationship between self-stigma and dissociation.

The research presented in this paper had two goals, ie, to identify demographic, clinical, and psychological factors that are significantly connected to self-stigma in adults with anxiety disorders and to suggest possible causal chains between significant personality traits and internalized stigma.

**Patients and methods**

A total of 109 patients admitted to a psychotherapeutic department at the University Hospital in Olomouc were enrolled in this study. The inclusion criteria were age >18 years and a diagnosis of anxiety disorder according to International Classification of Diseases Tenth Revision (ICD-10)\textsuperscript{36} criteria (ie, social phobia, panic disorder with/without agoraphobia, generalized anxiety disorder, mixed anxiety and depressive disorder, comorbid depressive disorder, or personality disorder was possible). The exclusion criteria were a diagnosis of organic mental disorder, psychosis, current substance use disorder, or dissociative personality disorder and significant suicidal tendency. Three independent psychiatrists performed the diagnostic tests, and the diagnoses were confirmed by a Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview (MINI)\textsuperscript{37} administered by a psychologist.

**Measurements**

All patients signed an informed consent form and completed several psychodiagnostic assessments. The following tests were administered at the start of hospitalization.

**Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview**

The MINI is a short diagnostic interview allowing diagnosis of several psychiatric disorders according to the *Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders*, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) and ICD-10, ie, major depression, dysthymia, hypomanic/manic episode, panic disorder, agoraphobia, social phobia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, generalized anxiety disorder, substance use disorders, psychoses, anorexia, bulimia, and suicidal risk.\textsuperscript{37} The interview takes approximately 15–20 minutes to complete, and its psychometric properties are satisfactory.\textsuperscript{28}

**Internalized Stigma of Mental Illness**

The Internalized Stigma of Mental Illness (ISMI) scale\textsuperscript{39} measures the level of self-stigma in adults with mental disorders. It consists of 29 statements divided into five subscales, ie,
alienation, stereotype endorsement, discrimination experience, social withdrawal, and stigma resistance. Participants mark a number from 1 to 4 for each item, according to the level of agreement/disagreement with the statements.39 The overall scale scores possible range from 29 to 116, with 63 and 64 being the average scores for self-stigma (ie, a T-score of 50).17 Internal consistency of the scale is excellent.39 The same holds true with the Cronbach’s alpha for the Czech translation of the scale (α=0.91) which also has very good reliability when analyzed by the split-half method (Spearman-Brown coefficient 0.93) and on test–retest 3 weeks after the first measurement (r=0.90, P<0.001).17

**Adult Dispositional Hope Scale**
The Adult Dispositional Hope Scale (ADHS) scale40 measures the level of hope according to the theory of hope created by Snyder. The method includes 12 items. Individuals choose a number from a Likert scale of 1–8 according to the level of agreement with each statement. Four items measure pathway thinking (ie, ability to find realistic ways to achieve desired goals), four items measure agency (ie, motivation to pursue goals and remain focused on these goals in spite of frustration and failure), and the remaining four items serve as distractors and are not analyzed. The whole scale scores range from 8 to 64, with higher scores indicating higher levels of hope. The overall rating of 48 is considered to be average for a nonclinical population.40,41 Internal consistency of the scale is good (α=0.74–0.84).40 Standardization of the Czech version of the scale is now in progress. Current data show good internal consistency of the translation (α=0.82).41

**Temperament and Character Inventory-Revised Version**
The Temperament and Character Inventory-Revised Version (TCI-R)42,43 is based on the biosocial theory of personality created by Cloninger. It consists of 240 items that measure seven personality traits, including five validity items. The temperamental traits are novelty seeking (35 items, with a smallest possible score of 35 and a highest possible score of 175), harm avoidance (33 items, with a smallest possible score of 33 and a highest possible score of 165), reward dependence (30 items, with a smallest possible score of 30 and a highest possible score of 150), and persistence (35 items, with a smallest possible score of 35 and a highest possible score of 175). The character traits are self-directedness (40 items, with a smallest possible score of 40 and a highest possible score of 200), cooperativeness (36 items, with a smallest possible score of 36 and a highest possible score of 180), and self-transcendence (26 items, with a smallest possible score of 26 and a highest possible score of 130).43 Participants respond to the items using a 5-point Likert scale according to the level of agreement with each statement. Internal consistency of the inventory seems satisfactory,44 and the reliability of the Czech version of the method is good.45

**Clinical Global Impression**
The Clinical Global Impression (CGI)46 is a scale that evaluates the overall level of psychopathology. It is based on a scale of 1–7, where every point has a different description. A score of 1 indicates no presence of symptoms of a mental disorder. A medium score of 4 indicates that the individual is moderately mentally ill, and a score of 7 indicates extremely severe symptoms of mental illness.46 The scale may be completed by a physician (objCGI), or a patient (subjCGI).46 The internal consistency of the scale is satisfactory.47

**Beck Anxiety Inventory**
The Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI)48 includes 21 symptoms of anxiety. Probands choose the signs they have perceived in the last week and how intensive or unpleasant they were.48 The smallest possible score is 0 and the highest score is 63. A score up to 9 points indicates normal levels of anxiety, a score ranging from 10 to 18 indicates a mild to moderate intensity of anxiety, a score from 19 to 29 indicates moderate to severe anxiety, and scores higher than 30 indicate severe anxiety.48 The scale has excellent internal consistency.49,50 Validation of the Czech version of this scale is currently in progress. The Cronbach’s alpha for the translation is excellent (α=0.92).51

**Beck Depression Inventory-Second Edition**
The Beck Depression Inventory-Second Edition (BDI-II)52 consists of 21 symptoms of depression. Participants choose how intense their symptoms were in the last 2 weeks.52 The smallest possible score is 0 and the highest obtainable score is 63 points. Scores up to 9 points indicate normal levels of depressive symptoms and scores between 10 and 15 points indicate minimal symptoms of depression. Scores ranging between 16 and 19 indicate mild to moderate depressive symptoms, and scores from 20 to 29 points indicate moderate to severe depression. Scores higher than 30 indicate severe depressive symptoms.53 Internal consistency of the scale is good. The reliability is higher in the psychiatric population (α=0.86) than in the general population (α=0.81).53 The Czech version of the scale has been standardized and published by Preiss and Vacir.54
Dissociative Experiences Scale

The Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES)\textsuperscript{55} consists of 28 types of dissociative experiences. Individuals mark a spot on a 10 cm line according to the percentage of time in which they experience the symptoms. The overall score shows the intensity of the dissociative experiences. It is also possible to calculate a score of pathological dissociation (DES-T) that includes items 3, 5, 7, 8, 12, 13, 22, and 27. These items focus on pathological experiences of derealization, depersonalization, identity alteration, and dissociative amnesia.\textsuperscript{56} Some authors suggest a cut-off score of 45–55 points to identify individuals with dissociative disorders.\textsuperscript{57} The internal consistency of the scale is excellent ($\alpha=0.96$).\textsuperscript{58} The Czech version of the scale has similar psychometric properties.\textsuperscript{58}

Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis was performed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 17.0 and GraphPad Prism version 5.0. Descriptive statistics was applied to the demographic data, calculations of the average scores and data distribution. Differences between groups were determined by unpaired $t$-tests and one-way analysis of variance. Relationships between factors were analyzed by Pearson or Spearman correlation and multiple regressions, i.e., a backward stepwise regression analysis. Hypotheses about causal relationships were tested by using path analysis. The significance of the mediators was evaluated by the Sobel test. The threshold for statistical significance was set at 5%.

The research was conducted according to the latest version of the Declaration of Helsinki and the Guideline for Good Clinical Practice.\textsuperscript{59} The study was approved by the local ethics committee.

Results

Subjects

A total of 184 patients admitted to the psychotherapeutic department of the University Hospital in Olomouc were invited to participate in this study, of whom 145 agreed to take part. Thirty-six patients were excluded, mainly due to a change in the primary diagnosis. The final group of participants included 109 patients. The mean age of the group was 40.0±12.1 years. The youngest participant was 18 years old and the eldest was aged 70. The average age at onset of illness was 31.1±14.3 years. The primary diagnosis was anxiety disorder in all cases. The average duration of the illness was 8.5±8.1 years. The participants had had an average of 2.1±1.5 psychiatric hospitalizations. Fifty-one patients were being hospitalized in a psychiatric department for the first time in their life. One individual had had ten psychiatric hospitalizations. Other demographic and clinical characteristics are presented in Tables 1 and 2.

Most of the patients were women ($n=73$; 66.9%), and the majority were students or employed ($n=62$; 56.9%). The remainder were unemployed ($n=25$; 22.9%) and/or were receiving a disability benefit or the old age pension ($n=22$; 20.2%). The most common level of education was secondary school ($n=51$; 46.8%), followed by lower vocational training ($n=30$; 27.5%) and both primary school ($n=14$; 12.8%) and university ($n=14$; 12.8%). Most of the study participants were single ($n=40$; 36.7%) or married ($n=39$; 35.8%). Twenty-three patients (21.1%) were divorced and another seven individuals (6.4%) were widowed.

The primary diagnosis in all patients was anxiety disorder. Eleven patients (10.1%) suffered from agoraphobia and 28 (25.7%) were diagnosed with panic disorder. Others suffered from social phobia ($n=26$; 23.9%) or generalized anxiety disorder ($n=36$; 33.0%). Mixed anxiety-depressive disorder was the least common diagnosis ($n=8$; 7.3%). Comorbid disorders were present in 96 patients (88.1%), with 32 (29.4%) being diagnosed with comorbid depression, 31 (28.4%) with comorbid personality disorder (mainly borderline personality disorder; $n=21$; 19.3%). Twenty-five patients (22.9%) were diagnosed with comorbid anxiety disorder.

Medication

Antidepressants were the most common medication used by the participants ($n=97$; 89.0%). The mean dose of the medication was 47.50±31.24 mg of paroxetine equivalent. Some

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1 Demographic data of the participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demographic categories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student and employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disability rent (old age pension)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower vocational training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marital status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
patients were being treated with anxiolytics (40; 36.7%) at a dose representing 0.67±0.82 mg of alprazolam equivalent. Twenty-eight patients (25.7%) were taking antipsychotics at a mean dose representing 1.31±1.23 mg of risperidone equivalent (Table 2).

Mean scores on the scales

The mean level of self-stigma was average when compared with the norms for the psychiatric population (Table 3). The mean level of hope was lower than the average score for the general population. Both the subjective and objective versions of the CGI indicated that the participants had moderately severe mental illness on average. Mean levels of anxiety (BAI) and depression (BDI-II) were moderate according to the cut-off scores. The average level of dissociation was in the nonpathological range. Table 3 shows the mean scores for the subscales of the TCI-R inventory.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scale/subscale</th>
<th>Overall mean score</th>
<th>Scale/subscale</th>
<th>Mean score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISMI</td>
<td>65.10±11.5</td>
<td>NS</td>
<td>96.4±14.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope</td>
<td>34.2±12.0</td>
<td>HA</td>
<td>121.5±18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SubCGI</td>
<td>4.4±1.3</td>
<td>RD</td>
<td>95.6±13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ObjCGI</td>
<td>4.3±1.1</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>98.8±22.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAI</td>
<td>25.1±12.3</td>
<td>SD</td>
<td>123.0±20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDI-II</td>
<td>25.0±10.3</td>
<td>CO</td>
<td>124.6±15.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES</td>
<td>14.5±12.6</td>
<td>ST</td>
<td>64.9±14.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Hope indicates the overall score on the Adult Dispositional Hope Scale. Abbreviations: NS, novelty seeking; HA, harm avoidance; RD, reward dependence; PS, persistence; SD, self-directedness; CO, cooperativeness; ST, self-transcendence; SubCGI, Clinical Global Impression, subjective version; ObjCGI, Clinical Global Impression, objective version; BAI, Beck Anxiety Inventory; BDI-II, Beck Depression Inventory-Second Edition; DES, Dissociative Experiences Scale; ISMI, Internalized Stigma of Mental Illness.
discrimination also correlated positively with the number of previous psychiatric hospitalizations. The number of hospitalizations was also positively connected with withdrawal from society (Table 4). Most often, patients with only primary education perceived discriminatory behavior.

### Self-stigma and clinical factors

The participants were divided into three groups according to the similarities and differences in their primary diagnosis. Thus, the first group consisted of 39 patients who suffered from panic disorder or agoraphobia because these two disorders are often comorbid, the second group consisted of 26 patients with social phobia, and the third group consisted of 44 individuals with generalized anxiety disorder or mixed anxiety-depressive disorder. This process allowed us to compare the tendency for development of self-stigma in participants with different primary diagnoses and to do so in groups containing a relatively similar number of subjects. The mean level of self-stigma was not significantly different between the three groups of participants (Table 5).

Also, the patients with comorbid depression or other anxiety disorder and those with a positive family history of mental illness (n=53) did not significantly differ from patients without these comorbidities or without a family history of self-stigma (Table 5). However, the individuals with a comorbid personality disorder tend to have significantly higher levels of self-stigma and its components when compared with those without this comorbidity (Table 5). Further, the mean levels of self-stigma and its components correlated with all of these measurements of the severity of mental disorder. It was positively connected to more intense symptoms of anxiety, depression, and overall severity of mental disorder as evaluated by the physician and patient (objCGI and subjCGI, Table 5).

### Self-stigma and personality factors

The relationship between self-stigma and personality was explored using the focal points of Cloninger’s theory of personality, Snyder’s theory of hope, and dissociation. The results of the analysis are described in Table 6. Self-stigma,
measured by the ISMI scale, correlated significantly and positively with harm avoidance and dissociation, including the pathological dissociation score. Conversely, it correlated significantly and negatively with reward dependence, persistence, self-directedness, cooperativeness, and hope, including both of its subscales (Table 6).

**Multiple regression analysis of significant factors connected to self-stigma**

Due to the numerous factors significantly related to self-stigma, we decided to perform a multiple regression analysis to identify the most important elements. The dependent variable was the overall level of the ISMI scale. The independent variables were comorbidity with a personality disorder, intensity of symptoms of anxiety (BAI) and depression (BDI-II), overall severity of mental disorder (objCGI), harm avoidance, reward dependence, persistence, self-directedness, cooperativeness, hope (ADHS), and dissociation (DES). The method applied was a backward stepwise regression. The resulting model explained 54.8% of the dependent variable ($P<0.001$, Table 7). The most significant factors connected to self-stigma were harm avoidance, self-directedness, and intensity of symptoms of depression measured by BDI-II.

**Table 6 Self-stigma and personality factors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personality factors</th>
<th>Overall ISMI score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NS</td>
<td>$r=0.04$; NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>$r=0.66$; $P&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RD</td>
<td>$r=-0.21$; $P&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>$r=-0.36$; $P&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>$r=-0.60$; $P&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>$r=-0.27$; $P&lt;0.01$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST</td>
<td>$r=0.10$; NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope</td>
<td>$r=-0.60$; $P&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES score</td>
<td>$r=-0.44$; $P&lt;0.001$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** $P$, Pearson $r$; hope, overall score on the ADHS.

**Abbreviations:** ADHS, Adult Dispositional Hope Scale; NS, novelty seeking; HA, harm avoidance; RD, reward dependence; PS, persistence; SD, self-directedness; CO, cooperativeness; ST, self-transcendence; DES, Dissociative Experiences Scale; ISMI, Internalized Stigma of Mental Illness.

**Path analyses of self-stigma predictors**

Lastly, we tried to propose two causality models of factors predicting the probability of development of self-stigma. Both harm avoidance and self-directedness are traits that are formed in childhood and develop long before the occurrence of self-stigma (although self-directedness is also prone to changes later in life). Thus, we expected these two traits to be a factor of vulnerability (in the case of harm avoidance) and resilience (in the case of self-directedness) to self-stigma. This is in accordance with the results of the study by Margettić et al.22 We also thought of possible mediators of the relationship between these traits and self-stigma. When trying to identify the mediators of these connections, we searched for factors that would fulfill the requirements for mediators stated by Judd and Kenny.57 Specifically, we focused on hope as a possible mediator of a relationship between self-directedness and self-stigma. We also proposed a hypothesis according to which individuals who extensively dissociate in reaction to stress are more prone to development of self-stigma, and harm avoidance (ie, sensitivity to rejection and other forms of aversive stimuli) is a mediator of this relationship. When trying to identify the mediators of these connections, we searched for factors that would fulfill the requirements for the mediators stated by Judd and Kenny.57 The causal relationship with dissociation as a predictor may be valid because the tendency to dissociate usually develops in childhood as a reaction to excessive stress and trauma.57,58 To identify dissociation as a factor significantly connected to harm avoidance, we performed another multiple regression with harm avoidance as a dependent factor and several regressors which significantly correlated with this trait (hope, anxiety, depression, dissociation, and severity of mental disorders evaluated by objCGI). The results of this regression analysis are described in Table 8.

The resulting model explained 59.1% of the dependent variables. The most significant predictors of harm avoidance were hope and dissociation. Another multiple regression was focused on the factors most significantly connected to self-directedness as the dependent variable (ie, hope, anxiety, depression, dissociation, age, and age of onset of mental disorder). The results are described in Table 9. The resultant model explained 58.6% of the dependent variable. The most

**Table 7 Multiple regression analysis with self-stigma as the dependent variable**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regressors</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hope</td>
<td>–0.197</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>–0.203</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HA</td>
<td>0.219</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.363</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>0.078</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SD</td>
<td>–0.151</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>–0.261</td>
<td>0.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDI-II score</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.198</td>
<td>0.032</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** HA, harm avoidance; PS, persistence; SD, self-directedness; BDI-II, Beck Depression Inventory-Second Edition; SE, standard error.

**Table 8 Multiple regression analysis with harm avoidance as the dependent variable**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regressors</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hope</td>
<td>–0.988</td>
<td>0.112</td>
<td>–0.613</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DES score</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.106</td>
<td>0.335</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** DES, Dissociative Experiences Scale; SE, standard error.
significant predictors of self-directedness were the age of the participant with an anxiety disorder, hope, and the intensity of the symptoms of depression measured by BDI-II.

The multiple regressions showed that dissociation is significantly related to harm avoidance, and hope is connected to self-directedness. While other factors were also significantly connected to these two personality traits, their causal relationships are more unclear than the two proposed causal models. This is why we performed only these two path analyses and left other suggestions about causal relationships in the development of self-stigma to future research. Figure 1 describes the causal link between dissociation and self-stigma with harm avoidance as a mediator.

The first model supports the hypothesis that individuals who excessively dissociate under stress tend to be vulnerable toward the development of self-stigma. This relationship is entirely mediated by the harm avoidance trait. At this point of research, we cannot offer an explanation why these patients with anxiety disorders are prone to self-stigma. We can only offer hypotheses to be verified in future studies. However, we found that this relationship depends on the sensitivity of the patient to an aversive stimulus. This means that the more individuals excessively dissociate and suffer from anxiety disorders, sensitive to rejection, and nonacceptance, the more likely they are to stigmatize themselves. The second proposed model is described in Figure 2.

The second causal model also fits with the proposed hypothesis. A higher level of self-directedness seems to protect patients with anxiety disorders from the development of self-stigma. The relationship is partially mediated by the hope that explains approximately 39.0% of this effect. This suggests that individuals with higher levels of self-directedness are more able to be hopeful in hard times and able to sort out life problems, which protects them from the development of self-stigma. Both models are attempts to explain the relationships among the most significant factors connected to self-stigma. Further research should confirm or modify these findings.

Discussion

The goals of this research were to explore factors that may be significantly related to self-stigma in patients with anxiety disorders, and to suggest possible models of causality for the relationship between personality traits and self-stigma. The current research on this topic has focused mainly on patients with severe mental disorders, such as those with schizophrenia or affective disorders.\(^5,9,39\) Thus, it is not possible to compare our results with any other studies of self-stigma in patients with minor anxiety disorders. However, it is possible to compare our results with the findings of studies focusing on different patient groups. This process could eventually lead to a hypothesis about the similarity of the characteristics of self-stigma across diagnostic categories of mental illness.

Most of the research on the topic of self-stigma shows a positive connection between internalized stigma and higher intensity of symptoms of depression and greater overall severity of psychopathology.\(^21\) The results of the study presented here confirmed these findings in a group of patients with anxiety disorders. It is interesting that self-stigma was positively related to the severity of depressive symptoms but was not connected to the diagnosis of comorbid depression. The reason for this incongruence may lie in the fact that the patients with or without comorbid depression showed similar mean levels of depressive symptoms according to the BDI-II. This finding is in accordance with that of Livingston and Boyd,\(^7\) who concluded that specific psychiatric diagnoses do not influence the level of stigma.

Furthermore, it was confirmed that self-stigma (in patients with anxiety disorders) negatively correlates with hope. This is in accordance with the results of other studies.\(^9,20\) The same goes for the relationship between

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regressors</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Beta</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>0.110</td>
<td>0.379</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope</td>
<td>0.767</td>
<td>0.138</td>
<td>0.458</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDI-II score</td>
<td>−0.492</td>
<td>0.158</td>
<td>−0.259</td>
<td>0.002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** BDI-II, Beck Depression Inventory-Second Edition; SE, standard error.

![Figure 1](https://example.com/figure1.png)

**Figure 1** Causal relationship between dissociation, harm avoidance, and self-stigma.

**Note:** ***P*** < 0.001.

**Abbreviations:** DES, Dissociative Experiences Scale; HA, harm avoidance; ISMI, Internalized Stigma of Mental Illness Scale; NS, non-significant.
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**Figure 2** Causal relationship between self-directedness, hope, and self-stigma.

**Note:** ***P*** < 0.001.

**Abbreviations:** SD, self-directedness; ISMI, Internalized Stigma of Mental Illness Scale.
self-stigma and the overall level of anxiety. However, it was not possible to identify sources of the elevated anxiety or to confirm or disprove the thoughts of Corrigan et al or Vauth et al according to whom individuals with higher levels of self-stigma suffer mainly from anticipatory anxiety because they fear rejection. It is also possible that the elevated levels of anxiety in some of the participants in our study were primarily connected to the greater severity of the anxiety disorder and not directly to self-stigma. It is well known that, intensive and obtrusive feelings of anxiety are one of the core symptoms of anxiety disorder. Future studies should shed light on the relationship among anxiety, anxiety disorder, and self-stigma.

Summing up, these findings suggest that self-stigma may be related to similar psychosocial and clinical factors across the diagnostic spectrum of mental disorders. This hypothesis should be evaluated in future studies and meta-analyses.

Nevertheless, we identified comorbid personality disorders as a factor significantly elevating the tendency to develop self-stigma. This is in contrast with the findings of Livingston and Boyd who stated that the particular type of mental disorder does not influence self-stigma. The difference between their results and ours may lie in the different patient groups included in the studies. While Livingston and Boyd studied mainly patients with schizophrenia and mood disorders, we focused on patients with anxiety disorders and possible comorbidities. Also, Rüssch et al found that women with borderline personality disorder tend to stigmatize themselves significantly more than women with social phobia. Future research could identify specific traits of vulnerability in patients with personality disorder that increase the probability of development of self-stigma. It is possible that early maladaptive schemas (about one’s unlovability or defectiveness) may predispose these patients to higher sensitivity toward interpersonal rejection and any signs of perceived “badness”. Another explanation may relate to the finding that individuals with borderline personality disorder often experience more severe symptoms of anxiety and depression than patients without borderline personality disorder. Thus, elevated levels of self-stigma in patients with a comorbid personality disorder could be related to the severity of mental issues more than to the diagnosis of a personality disorder per se.

To date, only two scientific works have focused on the relationship between self-stigma and personality traits, which have their basis in a complex theory of personality, eg, Cloninger’s biosocial theory. Participants in both studies were individuals with schizophrenia. The first study identified two personality traits significantly related to self-stigma, ie, harm avoidance and self-directedness. The second study found that harm avoidance moderates the relationship between self-stigma and depression. Our study also found that harm avoidance and self-directedness are among the most significant factors connected with self-stigma in patients with anxiety disorder.

Marjetić et al interpreted harm avoidance as a vulnerability factor and self-directedness as a resilience factor with regard to development of self-stigma. This is in accordance with the work of Cloninger, who thought of harm avoidance as a temperamental trait that is largely heritable and does not undergo significant changes in later life. Harm avoidance is a trait connected with sensitivity to aversive stimuli and a subsequent tendency to avoidant behavior. Thus, it seems meaningful that this personality trait should be a predictor of the occurrence of self-stigma. However, we also cannot reject the possibility that self-stigma may lead to a certain increase in harm avoidance. Namely, the increase in avoidant behavior and sensitivity to rejection could be expected.

We also considered a potential effect of dissociation, because this has not been studied in relation to self-stigma. The results showed that dissociation was significantly related to both harm avoidance and self-stigma (even though it did not pass to the last step of the multiple regression with self-stigma as the dependent variable). Although dissociation may be a normal reaction to stress, and it is a natural part of our daily lives, excessive use of dissociation as a defense mechanism is problematic. The preference for dissociation as a coping strategy often forms in childhood as a result of excessive and usually chronic stress or trauma that is not possible for the child to solve or avoid otherwise. This is why we also considered the increasing tendency to dissociation as a factor of vulnerability toward self-stigma developed later in adulthood. This hypothesis was confirmed by a path analysis in which dissociation was a positive predictor of self-stigma. Further, we confirmed that this relationship is entirely mediated by the harm avoidance trait. This means that sensitivity toward rejection and other forms of stigmatizing behavior from the social environment leads patients with anxiety disorder and increased tendencies to dissociate to internalized stigma. Both harm avoidance and an excessive tendency to dissociate seem to be vulnerability factors in terms of the occurrence of self-stigma in adult patients with anxiety disorder. Nevertheless, it should be mentioned that the opposite causality in the relationship between self-stigma and dissociation is also possible. Thus, it will be important
to explore further the connection between dissociation and self-stigma in the future.

The second path analysis dealt with the relationship between self-directedness and self-stigma. Cloninger\textsuperscript{42} stated that self-directedness changes across the life span. It is possible that self-stigma may also lead to decreased self-directedness. However, Snyder\textsuperscript{40} thought otherwise. While Snyder created a theory of hope, his developmental theories can also be applied in the case of self-directedness. Snyder\textsuperscript{40} thought that the ability to solve life issues in an adaptive way and be proactive rather than avoidant develops in the first years of life. Further development of this ability only fluctuates around the basis formed during childhood. While major changes are possible, they are unlikely without the shattering effects of trauma later in life or strengthening effects due to significant positive events or underwent psychotherapy.\textsuperscript{40} The same may be true for self-directedness, a trait with some characteristics similar to those of the so-called hopeful personality.\textsuperscript{27,40} This theoretical knowledge partially validates the notion of Margetić et al\textsuperscript{25} about self-directedness being a factor of resiliency with regard to self-stigma. The second path analysis confirmed the hypothesis of the present authors. Self-directedness seems to be a protective factor that decreases the likelihood of development of self-stigma, and hope is partially a mediator of the relationship. This means that the ability to adaptively resolve one’s own life issues and to be independent of others opinions and attitudes decreases the likelihood of the occurrence of self-stigma.\textsuperscript{72} Again, we cannot conclude that this model fully explains the relationship among self-stigma, hope, and self-directedness. The possibility that self-stigma leads to decreased hope and self-directedness should be evaluated and self-directedness should also be verified.

It should be stated, however, that both path analyses have methodological issues because they were performed as a part of a correlational study. Thus, our findings should be taken as suggestions or hypotheses rather than convincing proof of causality. Our research also has several other limitations. The participants were diagnosed with different types of anxiety disorder and with possible comorbid depression or personality disorder. It was a relatively variable sample, and the number of participants was relatively small. Further, the patients were hospitalized, and their symptomatology was more severe or otherwise unfavorable when compared with the majority of patients with anxiety disorder, who are usually treated in ambulatory care. Thus, the representativeness of the sample is limited. Most of the data was obtained using self-report measures, and only two methods (MINI and objCGI) were objective. Considering the proposed causal models, these should be taken as hypotheses and ideally confirmed by longitudinal studies. Many calculations were also performed, and the results of the numerous comparisons were not adjusted by other statistical methods.

The results of this study can help with our understanding of how self-stigma develops and what factors are related to it. Ideally, a better understanding of the process may be put to appropriate use in the treatment of anxiety disorder. Knowing the factors influencing the probability of occurrence of self-stigma, therapists could pay attention to them to decrease the likelihood of its development. While harm avoidance and other temperamental traits remain relatively stable across the life span and are therefore reasonably resistant to change, other factors such as self-directedness and hope are not.\textsuperscript{73} The risk of development of self-stigma could be decreased by focusing on the predictors. Because self-stigma seems to be one of the important predictors of treatment efficacy in neurotic disorders, this approach could bring significant benefits to the treatment of patients with anxiety disorder.\textsuperscript{74}

Further research should also explore further the relationship between dissociation and self-stigma. It is also important to identify vulnerability and resilience factors associated with self-stigma and to incorporate the findings into the treatment of individuals with anxiety disorder.

Conclusion

Stigma is a concern for patients with various types of mental disorders. While most of the available studies have focused on the impact of stigma on individuals with severe mental disorders, eg, psychoses and mood disorders, many patients with anxiety disorders are faced with this problem as well,\textsuperscript{6,7} and a proportion of them also develop self-stigma. The results of this study suggest that internalized stigma in patients with anxiety disorder is mainly related to lower levels of self-directedness, higher levels of harm avoidance, and symptoms of depression. Two proposed models of causality were evaluated. It seems that individuals with anxiety disorder who excessively dissociate in times of stress are prone to the development of self-stigma, and this relationship is entirely mediated by harm avoidance. Conversely, patients with anxiety disorder who have higher levels of self-directedness are more resistant to self-stigma, and this resilience is partly mediated by the effect of hope. Future research should further focus on the factors influencing self-stigma and incorporation of the findings into the treatment of the anxiety disorders.
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